The Effect of Transient Location on the Resolution of Bistable Visual and Audiovisual Motion Sequences.
We examined the attention and inference accounts of audiovisual perception using the stream/bounce display, a visual stimulus wherein two identical objects move toward each other, completely superimpose, then move apart. This display has two candidate percepts: stream past each other or bounce off each other. Presented without additional visual or auditory transients, the motion sequence tends to yield the streaming percept, but when coupled with a tone or flash at the point of coincidence, the response bias flips toward bouncing. We explored two competing accounts of this effect: the attentional hypothesis and the inference hypothesis. Participants watched a series of motion sequences where a transient, when present, occurred at the moment of coincidence either colocalised with the motion sequence (congruent presentation) or on the opposite side of the display (incongruent presentation). Assuming the spotlight or zoom lens metaphor, an attentional account predicts that incongruent presentations should be associated with a higher percentage of bouncing responses than congruent presentations, while the inferential account predicts the opposite effect. No effect was found for tone-only trials. However, in trials containing a visual transient, results showed higher proportions of bounce responses within congruent over incongruent presentations, favouring the inference hypothesis over a spotlight or zoom lens attentional account.